ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has taken major chunk of attention from various communities in society like researches, student, business, consumer and government organization. As the human needs cropped and paved way for digitization of information a new buzzword GIG data evolved. Big data is the main source for coming of cloud computing in the show, everyday lots of data in the size of PETA bytes are uploaded in the digital world which required lots of storage and computing resources. Cloud Computing, also known as utility computing, delivering the service as software, platform and infrastructure as a service in pay-as-you-go model to consumers. It's just get anything for the pay model. Industry surveys says on this services as "Cloud computing, the long held dream of computing as a utility, has the potential to transform a large part of the IT industry, making software even more attractive as a service.
System of education has been gradually expanded, and the education object has slowly turned to social staff. Education has evolved from teacher centric to learner centric .Blooms taxonomy [11] ( multiple intelligence of learner ) of teaching can now is made easy with support of cloud computing where you get everything and now the teaching methodologies like chalk -black board, physical interaction took a new transition to online and is growing fast than ever. line tutor which helps has to take class in any hour is an advance of learning using technology. Elearning and online solution is what we required in education environment.
With the advent of awareness and modernization of present society, quite a good number of people are receiving education, a series of new problems have emerged. For example: As teaching methods change, the existing teaching-learning methods cannot meet demand and need quite a good amount of infrastructure with high prices and with the constant expansion of education, the existing teaching facilities also need to constantly update. More importantly the present generation student desires to update the very fast changing world and want to be in pace with others of this global village. When Cloud Computing appears, it provides a new solution to establish a unified, open and flexible network teaching platform and reduce the hardware input .Internet is the resource where we can transform cloud computing, it can deliver the most advanced software and educational materials, hardware resources and services to students and educators in even the most impoverished or remote school districts in the state, without the need for advanced IT expertise at those locations. At the same point, it does more for significantly less, providing needed relief for currently strained education budgets [12] . IT companies are eager to encourage educational adoption of cloud computing; for example, Google Apps for Education Suite comprises Google Mail, Calendar, Talk, Docs, Sites and Video with zero cost and without advertisements [1] , According to a Forrester cost analysis [9] , Google Apps is more effective than a Microsoft Exchange e-mail. Based on CSU research, the costs of software licensing, server hardware and staffing to support 50,000 users by using Microsoft Exchange e-mail (the number of undergraduate e-mail accounts at CSU) would be $9,774,000 per year [2] . The cost of Google Apps for businesses is $50 per user per year, or with 50,000 users, $2,500,000 per year. The cost of Google Apps Education Edition, however, is $0 per year [2] .
From the example above, the industrial cloud computing solution for the educational institution gave an estimated savings from about $9,774,000 per year to $2,500,000 per year in the ROI for "businesses version" or to zero cost of licensing and equipment in the "educational version". From the last two examples, we can see that both approaches, industrial (or commercial) and non-commercial cloud computing solutions can be successfully employed within educational institutions and another example, IBM launched IBM Cloud Academy that is provide a global forum for educators, researchers and IT professionals from education industry to pursue cloud computing initiatives, develop skill and share best practices for reducing operating costs while improving quality and access to education. In this way users do not need to buy a server, only need to purchase related "services" can create an efficient network teaching platform [10] . Using of cloud computing in academicians in universities are not aware of benefits and characteristic of minimizing the cost of cloud computing. From an IT-management view, it radically reduces resource management costs -including electric power, cooling and system management personnel, while driving up the utilization of servers and software licenses, which in turn reduces purchasing requirements [12] .
Benefits of Cloud Computing
 High return on investment(ROI)  Reduced implementation and maintenance costs  Increased mobility for a global workforce  Scalable and Flexible infrastructures  Short time to market  IT department transformation (focus on innovation vs. Maintenance and implementation)  "Greening" of the data center  Increased availability of high-performance applications to small/medium-sized businesses [3] 
RELATED WORKS
Internet has changed the present world and there is a drastic change in usage of a computer. people are addicted with computer from mail to online shopping . But now cloud has changed the complete meaning of internet. This powerful desktop application is available on internet and also in database which is available from anywhere anytime with any device. With this new invention we are getting lucky like E-Learning, Teacher student online projects [10] , and many more.
Improve economies of scale
The main problem we get in the class room is students get feared asking questions or waste time of the lecture which can be solved virtually. Students can use online space and can attend the classes or do their projects by interacting with their guides. Teacher can create attention to all the students not showing interest only to crammed students. With this environment the workload can be reduced and can improve the ability of student .This can leverage on economies of scale outside the classroom.
Improve rapport and ease assignments
Many schools have already introduced computer and are also following many technologies. Many schools and colleges give assignment works during vacations. With the cloud computing students are able to interact, do the assignments as they are on single computer. This process not only is efficient but also saves time and improves the quality in students.
Easy access to education resources and effective sharing
Introduction of cloud has benefitted the colleges, institutes and schools. The idea behind this is students can share beyond their ideas. The main thing is colleges can spend less on new infrastructure, software, textbooks and improvise the quality of learning by providing all these virtually. This not only helps the management but also enables the students to get more knowledge which leads quality of education, development in academics. All these are great aspects .However the management has to plan for their investment for cloud.
PURPOSE OF RESEARCH
Students' learning is no longer confined within the classroom in the era of e-learning 2.0 [11] . The environment of IT education could be improved to let student access learning resources anywhere. IGNOU (Indira Gandhi national Open University) is the good example of e-learning. The free software can be adopted for constructing the cloud computing service for the environment of IT like OpenOffice.org such as word processing, spreadsheets, and presentations. Only a browser is needed for students to connect to the cloud computing service for learning.
Example1

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE-Computer Lab
All the colleges have computer labs in which some are fully equipped but there are many colleges with deficiency of infrastructure, platform, and software's due to many problems which are not to be discussed. So in such situation cloud plays a important role where students from rural areas can get quality education through their virtual machines.
Assume a college with 3 computer labs which are only connected with cloud using Paas(platform as a service)model . But students are connected to their tool virtually, execute their programs and can store them in a server. In worst case even if the system gets crashed due to some virus the programs are safely stored.
Example2
AICTE -Microsoft Cloud Adoption Project
All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) has partnered with Microsoft Corporation India Pvt.Ltd.to implement Cloud email offering for all its institutes. As a part of Cloud Adoption all institutes get access to Microsoft Office 365 for Education.
O365 for Education, a no-cost suite of communication and collaboration tools includes the following:
Messaging Apps: Exchange online (10 GB inbox per student with 18MB attachment)and Outlook calendar 25 GB online storage space (through Windows Sky Drive) Office web apps -Online companions to Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint and OneNote 24/7 online support for students and administrators .
APPLICATIONS OF CLOUD IN EDUCATION
Educational cloud computing services represent a growing variety of useful services available on the internet, and the most innovative and rapidly developing element of technology and education. It also promises to provide multiple services that will be very useful to the students, faculty and staff [11] .The role of cloud computing in university education should not be underestimated, as it can provide important gains in offering direct access to a wide range of different academic resources, research applications and educational tools [12] .
Educational cloud computing is quickly taking the education community by storm as more platforms, applications and services are being developed for academic cloud computing.
Some students and researches are already using a type of cloud computing-based application and services. Furthermore, these applications are heavily investing in cloud computing as being the future of the academic cloud computing [13] . Some of these applications are Microsoft, Google, IBM, HP, Amazon, Sales force, Amanda and Zamanda. A. Amazon Education Cloud Computing To assist educators in providing cloud computing instruction ,Amazon Web Services (AWS) offer teaching grants supporting free usage of AWS for students in eligible courses. The grants will provide educators with free usage for each student en rolled in courses with AWS as part of the curriculum. Furthermore, AWS provide a highly scalable cloud computing platform for schools and universities which encompasses high availability, dependability, and the flexibility to enable the faculty, students and researchers to build a wide range of applications. With AWS, students and others can requisition compute power, storage, and other services gaining access toa suite of elastic IT infrastructure services for educational purposes. Moreover, AWS can be characterized as Iaas. This means that Amazon provides basic computing capability a virtual machine container, high performance networking reliable and redundant storage, in a remote location [19, 20, 21, 22] .The AWS provides some educational services for the students and faculty: _ Research grants for academic researchers using AWS in their work_ Access to the available resources27_ Tutorial and project grants for the student organizations using AWS for self-directed learning_ Teaching Grants for faculty based on AWS_ Efficiency and cost-effectiveness in the institution's IT Infrastructure As a result, the deployment and reliability for the educational infrastructure are basically managed by AWS as shown in Figure 4 
A) Amazon Cloud Services in Education: Amazon Web
Services represent the most extensive cloud service to date that provides resizable compute capacity in the cloud. It is designed to make web scale computing easier for developers. Amazon offers many cloud services, including:_ Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2): A web service that offers virtual machine and extra CPU cycles for the institutional organization. Figure 5 presents the services of Amazon EC2 [39, 54, 42] _ Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3): Allows the students, faculty and researchers to store items with a limited size in Amazon's Virtual storage_ Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS): Offers different kinds of messages passing API, so that educators can talk to each other_ Amazon SimpleDB: A web service for running queries on a structured data set in the cloud in real time_ Amazon Virtual Computing Laboratory (Amazon VCL): A free source implementation of a secure production level on-demand utility computing for accessing a wide-area of computational resources, storage and software. Figure 6 illustrates the implementation of VCL [53] . 
B. Microsoft Education Cloud Computing
The Microsoft software and services strategy are about the power of choice a hybrid model of resources that enables the students and researcher to transfer to the cloud. It also lets the researchers to arise workloads across the infrastructures and complement their actual IT assets with Web-based services. Microsoft cloud services give students and researchers the ability to make full use of the same Microsoft technologies in the educational institution [1, 32] . Additionally, all services offer greater financial flexibility to educational institutions and enable lower costs to develop, scale, operate and migrate the systems that are distributed between the cloud and the data center. Microsoft Live@edu can serve a range of needs as shown in Figure 7 . Microsoft Live@edu is usable through popular web browsers for various types of operating systems. It is available at no cost, and it helps IT departments [2, 36] : Reduce the costs for IT infrastructure, such as maintenance _ Minimize time spent maintaining e-mail systems and on strategic initiatives _ Provide flexibility and collaboration with peers and faculty _ Reduce the time evaluating risk and help make informed decisions about the use of educational cloud computing_ Improve high student expectations, including anywhere access to the latest technology 28 _ Free on demand resources_ Test and deploy large-scales applications in different environment , Create applications that can be shared by many students simultaneously. The solution of Microsoft's cloud computing is also called Windows Azure, an operating system that allows the universities and colleges to run operating system applications and stores data by Microsoft server. Furthermore, the Azure Services Platform (ASP),includes services that allow the faculty,students and researchers to establish user identities, manage work flows, execute other functions such as Microsoft's online computing platform [37] as shown in Figure 8 [54] . ASP consists of different keys illustrated in Figure 9 
C. Google Applications for Educational Cloud Computing
Google App Education (GAE) as a new generation of cloud computing-based Web application development platform, enables its users such as the faculty, researchers and students and so on, to operate Web applications within the Google Infrastructure.GAE is available at no cost to institutions, universities and education community [16] . The teachers, students, and staff can share ideas more rapidly and get things done more adequately they have got an efficient communication and sharing tools. Google Apps Education Edition lets technical administrators provide a collection of Web-based messaging tools such as Google Mail, Google Talk, Google Sites , Google Video and Google Calendar to the faculty, students and staff for free in addition to productivity and collaboration tools such as Google Docs Package [17] .
1) Google Applications For Educational Cloud
Computing: GAE provides a range of online tools and services that give secure communication and collaboration capabilities to the institutional schools and let the faculty, researchers and students choose the solutions that suit their unique needs. 2) Google Calendar: Google Calendar is a published, shared, integrated and accessible calendar for scheduling courses. Moreover, the faculty, researchers and students can use the Google calendar to manage their business and organize their work groups.
Service Service details
3) Google Sites: Google Calendar enables the faculty, researchers and students to build, create and publish information with Google tools. 4) Google Video: Google Video allows the faculty, researchers and students to share information using secure and private video tools. 5) Google Talk: Google Talk is an Instant Messaging (IM) tool of Google. Colleagues can communicate remotely with limited conservation by IM. 6) Google Mail: Google Mail uses labels and filters to help students, faculty and researchers organize their email, manage the flow of incoming messages and get mail from other email accounts in their Gmail inbox in addition to sending messages from different addresses. 7) Google Docs: It is considered the main task tool of the course, because it allows participants to collaborate synchronously in the same document.
D. IBM Cloud Services to Education
IBM offers a new set of cloud services to deliver programs, computer lab contents and services to the faculty, students and researchers at schools, colleges and universities, without the need for advanced IT expertise at those locations. The IBM SmartCloud for Education is a set of cloud services and offerings designed to help education systems leverage predictive analytic to get realtime insights on educators and institutional performance, enhance researcher effectiveness,and alleviate constrained lab resources for learning [10, 24, 25, 46] . By using the IBM SmartCloud for Education services, schools and higher education institutions can address the significant challenges they face: student achievement, graduation rates, scholarship funding, and demands for IT resources for research, so that educators can also benefit from selfservice reservation of, and seamless access to virtual computer resources both on campus and on the IBM public cloud as show in Figure 10 [56]. 
1) IBM Cloud Computing Services in Education:
Educational institutions, universities and schools face constant demands from the students, staff, faculty and researchers for stable, quick and security rich access to labs and computing resources. However, setting up and maintaining the IT environment for this purpose can affect several challenges such as high costs and lack of scalability to perform fluctuating demand and quality of service challenges despite budget constraints. Cloud computing can assist in addressing these challenges and provide cost-effective access to the resources required to meet the needs [26, 9, 10] 
E. Salesforce.com Cloud Computing In Education
Salesforce is a trusted leader in cloud computing and customer relationship management, as well as a respected pioneer in the educational institutes. As part of these philanthropic efforts, the Salesforce.com Foundation makes its products available at the educational institutes at a big discount. Salesforce is being used by higher institutions of all sizes and across all sectors to: a) Work more efficiently, b) Deepen engagement with constituents, c) Measure and share impact and success d) Work more collaboratively, e) Deliver programs and services in innovative new ways. Higher education institutions are using the Salesforce.com cloud computing platform for its instant scalability, ease of configuration, and support for multiple functional roles.
1) Key Features Of The Salesforce.com Cloud Computing In Education:
The salesforce.com can help the students, researchers and faculty manage their tasks more efficiently to provide different features as shown in Figure 11 [47, 48] . 
F. HP Cloud Computing In Education
With integrated support and service tools, HP gets the students, faculty and researchers to the cloud and ensures they get the most from the cloud once the educators are there. Services from HP can transform the IT infrastructure and optimize several clouds. HP Cloud computing in education is a way to build, operate, and consume IT that makes educational resources such as the student records, knowledge management, faculty collaboration and etc. available on demand. HP Cloud Computing delivers a comprehensive, integrated cloud solution on one platform, with all the services so prized by service providers in the institutions, and IT professionals [28] . 2) Cloud Map Of HP Education For Cloud Computing: HP Cloud System is the product of HP's experience in delivering application management, and Converged Infrastructure capabilities. It enables the educational institutions to build and manage cloud services across private, public clouds, and traditional IT environments without having to know about HP Cloud System's infrastructure. The core of HP Cloud in education is illustrated in Figure 12 [28] . 
G. AMANDA And ZMANDA Cloud Computing For Education
Amanda Enterprise was built to address these challenges providing a backup and added functionality tat support fast installation, simplified management, enterprise-class functionality, and low-cost subscription fees. As an open source backup and archiving software, Amanda Enterprise only uses standard formats and tools, thus effectively freeing the students from being locked into a vendor to retrieve the data [29] . Zmanda Cloud Computing is a radically simple-touse and cost-effective backup and disaster recovery solution. Backup and recovery solutions have been focused to several products such as Amanda Enterprise, Zmanda Recovery Manager for MySQL and Zmanda Internet Backup to the educational organizations [30] .
RISKS OF CLOUD COMPUTING IN EDUCATION
There are clearly some major potential benefits to institutions deploying cloud services however; it challenges computing service personnel who may fear the consequences of their roles being outsourced. The universities and schools should consider the challenges and risks prior to transferring to the cloud [32, 45] . Examples of these risks are:
Cloud Service Failure: Insufficiency of financing and immature markets could guide some cloud providers out of business and any loss or deterioration of service delivery performance, as well as a loss of investment, make the universities and schools to the risk of having to perform their own duties and obligations, thus being exposed to contractual or legal liability to their employees, third parties, the students or even the public.
Compliance Regulations: Due to the increasing number of regulations and need for operational transparency, the educational institutions are increasingly adopting consolidated and consistent sets of compliance controls
Data Privacy: The multi-tenancy, reuse of hardware and software profiles, and resiliency due to the redundant nature of cloud means a greater risk of incomplete or unlock deletion or denial of service attacks on institutions' confidential data.
Assurance to Service Provider: This proposes a dependency on a particular cloud service provider for service preparation, especially when data portability is not supported.
COMPARING THE CLOUD COMPUTING APPLICATIONS
The computing industry analysts have made some expectations on how Cloud computing will change the entire computing industry. Cloud computing is expected to increase market, business and productivity applications opportunities. As the computing industry switches to providing PaaS and SaaS for consumers in academic institutions and enterprises to on-demand access, allowing IT to limit idea-to-innovation barriers and timelines to develop overall productivity and collaboration, by providing whatever capabilities are needed, whenever and wherever required. 
RELATED WORKS
There are currently many different cloud computing platforms for education in use. C. Justin et al. [1] has proposed Seattle, which is educational networking, a free, portable, and lightweight platform using donated cloud computing. Seattle allows students to learn the concepts of networking and distributed systems on computers spread through the Internet. Seattle can also emulate cloud computing, peer-to-peer computing and classify computing within a simple area. S. Al Noor et al. [4] has proposed an architecture of cloud computing for education based on the availability of widespread resources to all around Bangladesh. This architecture can simply give an effective and flexible way to match the resources with the current economic condition through the utilization of unused resources and abstraction of third party involvements, as well as providing a more flexible environment so that the client can now configure his own security policy. N. Sultan [17] has demonstrated how institutions and universities are already taking advantage of the benefits of cloud computing, not only in terms of cost, but also efficiency and the environment. Moreover, educational establishments are likely to embrace cloud computing as many of them are bound to suffer from under-funding as a result of the global economic crisis.
CONCLUSION
The Present problem of our country reaching technology to remote schools and educational institutes in imparting "equal and quality education to all" can be solved with mere small gadgets like ipad's, iphones, tabs thereby saving on purchase of computing infrastructure, licensing and purchase of software's and support personnel. In the era of "Big data" cloud computing has immense role in improving quality and enormous educational content available for students and research scholars. The success and high return on investment (ROI) of cloud infrastructure vests in the hands of bigger organizations and the public sector in particular. The success of cloud computing in education can be attributed to the acceptance of cloud computing by everyone in the field of education with good chunk of support by government.
This paper presents educational cloud computing and how the universities and institutions are already taking advantage of it, not only in terms of cost but also efficiency security, reliability and portability. Several general examples of cloud computing in education such as Microsoft, Google App, IBM, Amazon and others were provided and a case study of the applications was presented and explored in more details [54] .
CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH
The area of cloud computing in education is still at a nascent stage. Existing research focuses particularly on the analytical aspects of the cloud computing applications, describing some current and accomplished educational and research products. The successful applications of cloud computing models at educational institutions have been evaluated only to a limited degree. In this respect, this paper takes a first step by systematically bringing together the various definitions of cloud computing in the education with the different ways to implement cloud computing. As a major result, this paper elaborates the simplified structure of service and applications of educational cloud computing, such as the characteristics of the educational platform and flexibility for all universities, schools and educational institutions. In addition, this paper presents different educational applications for education infrastructures implemented for using in academic section. The cloud computing in education will resolve not only from an academic point of view, but also particularly on a reduction of cost, effective communication, security, privacy, providing flexibility and accessibility.
